Software Testing and QA Services
Rapidsoft Systems believes that integration of quality and development processes is an established practice for the outsourcing and
off-shoring industry. Our project managers are trained on various QoS processes such as ISO 9000, and SEI CMM and have
managed large software engineering teams for Fortune 500 corporations in the USA. They understand the dynamic nature of
current QA requirements and have devised unique processes to actively monitor and ingrain them in our QA services and
processes.

Rapidsoft Systems' Software Testing and QA Services
Rapidsoft Systems, product services testing practice is an independent test division entity in its own and has been providing product
testing and verification services to various customers. The team provides testing analysis, design, development, and execution
services to its clients. Our professional software test engineers have decades of cumulative experience in designing and developing
complex application software, test software, and test systems. When Rapidsoft teams plans a project for you, our engineers work
hard to integrate with your existing development and test team - becoming part of the project, not just an external testing or software
resource resource.
Using our proprietary project management tool for testing and QA projects, you will have complete, real-time access to the
development of test scripts and execution of your tests. This allows you to view and supervise the work being done on your project
during every phase from start to finish.
At Rapidsoft Systems, we make the quality of your product our personal responsibility.
We can assist with manual or automated testing for a wide variety of projects:



















Web Applications Testing
Java Applications testing
Web Services Applications testing
GUI and Applications testing
Mobile Applications Testing
Protocol Compliance Testing
Performance testing
Compatibility testing
Functional testing
Regression Testing
Testing web browsers, servers and other WWW middleware
Test Management
Test harnesses and frameworks
Automated test generation
Test Script Writing
Customization of Testing Environments
Software interoperability and Conformance testing
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Test Automation
Test automation is an Rapidsoft Systems specialty. Automation is used to replace or supplement manual testing with a suite of test
programs. Benefits to product developers include increased software quality, improved time to market, repeatable test procedures,
and reduced testing costs.
Automated Testing. We create automated test scripts for most testing our use tools that helps us automate most of the testing. A
well designed automated test suite can drastically can cut testing time. For a sophisticated technology software or product, manual
testing may require many months of manual efforts to perform the similar level of testing.
Consistent Test Procedures. With a complex testing process manual testing often yields inconsistent coverage and results
depending on the staff and schedule employed. An automated test suite ensures the same scope and process is used repeatable
each time testing is performed.
Test Coverage Profiles. Our software testing tools can generate reports giving computation of code coverage during test. Besides
doing black-box testing - we can instrument the code to analyse the code. Code instrumentation requires use of special tools and
not all code can be instrumented due to various reasons such as tool in-compatibility, unsupported languages, time event
dependent code etc.

Flexible outsourcing and Testing Solutions
Rapidsoft Systems software and product testing services can help you to test more software, better, faster and at less cost.
Rapidsoft Systems can provide extensive multi-domain technical knowledge and experience of product validation even for the most
demanding requirements. Rapidsoft Systems can help companies with testing and QA needs to:







Reduced Cost: Reduce costs by employing lower cost offshore testing resources for existing software testing efforts
Team Cohesiveness: Our team works closely with your developers in making sure that we can adapt our test scenarios to
various features being developed or modifies.
Full Test Automation: Implement a complete test automation solution to help improve test coverage while reducing testing
time and costs
Full Test Automation: Reduce the costs of an existing test automation solution by employing lower cost offshore resources
Product Quality Benefits: Better Product quality and competitive edge
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Why Rapidsoft Systems:
With over 350+ software projects executed, you can simply count on our expertise, experience in giving you the right solution at
absolutely lowest possible cost. If you would like more information, or want us to submit an estimate or a "no-obligation" quote for
your project, contact us for more information.

Rapidsoft Systems, Inc,
(http://www.rapidsoftsystems.com)
Offices and Project Centers:
New York (USA), San Jose (USA), Singapore, New Delhi (India), Noida (India), Gurgaon, (India), Chennai
(India), Mumbai (India)
For General Enquiries: info@rapidsoftsystems.com
Phones: 1-609-439-4775 (Sales Direct), 1-609-439-9060 (US East Coast, NJ Office)
1-408-829-6284 (Sales Direct), 1-408-890-2509 (US West Coast, San Jose Office)
USA Office Central PBX: 1-609-356-5121 (Multiple Lines -Support Sales, Service and Admin)
Fax: 1-831-855-9743
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